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L&M Imaging Systems – Automation & Wet Process Equipment
Löbau, Germany – L&M Imaging Systems announced as the exclusive UK dealers for AWP Group’s
automation products and wet processing systems for the PCB and PCM industries.
According to Tim Clough, Managing Director of L&M Imaging, “AWP provides L&M Imaging with
additional product lines to offer our customers in the PCB & PCM markets. Having visited their factory
last week, I was very impressed with the innovation and build quality of both the automation products
and wet process lines. With installations at demanding customers such as AT&S, Whelen, Wurth and
Multek they are clearly outstanding in their field.”
Henk Van der Meij “We chose L&M Imaging to represent us in the UK for their commitment to
customer service. Having initially approached us regarding a specific project, we can see a great
future working together with L&M Imaging in the UK.”

About L&M Imaging Systems
L&M Imaging Systems Ltd. is a leading supplier of imaging technologies, service and supplies for the
graphic and industrial applications. L&M Imaging can trace it history back 125 years to the Linotype &
Machinery Company based in Altrincham, Cheshire. The Imaging Systems division became an
independent limited company in 1991.
Over the last 25 years L&M Imaging have successfully applied a broad range of optical, imaging,
laser, and digital-electronic technologies to meet the business needs of its customers. L&M Imaging
is dedicated to maintaining the highest standards of service and support to its UK and international
customers. www.lmimaging.co.uk

About AWP Group
AWP Group is led by Henk Van der Meij and Jochen Zeller.
AWP is a high-quality manufacturer with in depth expertise and knowledge of the PCB market for wet
process and automation technology. AWP is a significant supplier into the global industry, with a
large, experienced manufacturing location in Poland, headquarters, service and engineering in
Germany together with sales and service offices in China and Hong Kong. Having a global distribution
network and a team of renowned PCB veterans in the field of automation and wet process, the
company is well established to supply and support their global customer base. www.awp-group.net

L&M Imaging Systems --- A wealth of imaging experience.
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